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Abstract 
This paper studies the measure of orthogonality for a system of polynomials corresponding to an unbounded 
self-adjoint Jacobi matrix with finite row sums. Techniques of operator theory and functional analysis are used to study 
the spectral measure of this operator (which gives the measure of orthogonality for the system of polynomials) with a view 
toward obtaining results on absolute continuity. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper studies the spectral properties of a special class of cyclic self-adjoint operators, each of 
which can be represented asan infinite tridiagonal matrix for which the sequence of row sums has 
an upper bound. Such operators can be bounded or unbounded, but they must be at least half 
bounded (i.e., bounded above). This paper deals primarily with the unbounded case. Operators of 
this type are related to systems of orthogonal polynomials which satisfy a three-term recursion 
formula with unbounded recursion coefficients. The objective is to study the spectral measure of the 
operator, or, equivalently, the measure of orthogonality for the corresponding system of ortho- 
gonal polynomials. 
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We begin with the following infinite tridiagonal matrix operator, which will act on a dense subset 
of the sequence space 12 defined by 12 = {X = (X1, X2, . . .  ): Z n~=a[Xn[ 2 < 00}: 
I ba aa 0 0 0 " "1  al b2 a2 0 0 ... 
C = 0 a2  b3 a3 0 --. , (1.1) 
0 0 a3 b4 a4 " '"  
where {a.} and {b.} satisfy the conditions 
(i) a .>0forn~>land 
(ii) a._l +b .+a.~<Mforn~> 1 wi tha0=0,  M~>0, 
and the domain of the operator is given by 
D = {xel2: Cxel2}. 
It will be shown below that this operator is self-adjoint. Since 4)1 = {1, 0, 0,... } is a cyclic vector, 
the spectral theorem establishes a unitary equivalence b tween the operator C and a multiplication 
operator on an appropriate L 2 space. More specifically, if C = j" 2 dE~ is the spectral resolution of 
(1.1), then p(fl) = I I E(fl)01112 is a positive measure defined on the Borel subsets of the real line with 
support equal to the spectrum of C, and the matrix operator in (1.1) is unitarily equivalent to the 
multiplication operator A:D(A) ~ LZ(p), where D(A) is a subset of L2(/~), defined by Af(2) = )f(2). 
This unitary equivalence identifies the standard basis vectors {~b.} in 12 with a system of poly- 
nomials {P.} which satisfy the following recursion formula: 
(2 -- bx) (2 - b,- x)P,- 1(2) - a,-  2 P , -  2(2) 
P1(2) = 1, P2(2) - - - ,  P,(2) = , n ~> 2. (1.2) 
al an- 1 
It follows that these polynomials are orthogonal with respect o the measure p. Thus, when the 
operator defined in (1.1) is self-adjoint, he problem of studying the spectral measure of this operator 
is equivalent to the problem of studying the measure of orthogonality (which is unique) for the system 
defined in (1.2). Furthermore, when C is self-adjoint, his measure of orthogonality is uniquely 
determined by the corresponding moment sequence #, = j" 2" dp, n = 0, 1, 2,... (see [1], [6, Ch. XII]). 
The next section presents general properties of operators atisfying the conditions given in (1.1). 
In subsequent sections additional conditions will be imposed on the sequences {a,} and {b,}. The 
main contribution of this paper to the already existing literature on problems of this type (see, for 
example, [-4, 5]) is that it initiates the study of a class of unbounded tridiagonal matrix operators 
(and the related class of corresponding orthogonal polynomial systems) in which the main diagonal 
entries are unbounded. 
2. General properties 
The first result of this section establishes that the operators under consideration are self-adjoint. 
A proof, using different techniques, can also be found in [-2, Ch. 7]. See also [1, Addenda 3, p. 25], 
[-8, Theorem 3]. 
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Theorem 2.1. The matrix operator defined in (1.1) is self-adjoint. 
Proof. To show that C is symmetric it is necessary to show that for all sequences x and y in the 
domain D, (Cx, y) = (x, Cy). If x = {x,} and y = {y,} then 
(Cx, y) = N--,~lim I(blXl + a1x2)371 q- i=2 ~ (ai- xXi-1-q- bixi -q- aixi+ l)Yi] 
and 
I " 1 (x, Cy)= lim (blX 1 + alx2))71 d- E (ai- lxi-1 + bixi + a ix i+ l )y l  • N~oo i=2 
It follows that 
I(Cx, y) - (x, Cy)I = lim lan(xN+ l.~n - )Tn+ixs)l 
N ~ oo 
= lim l an(xN+l -- XN))TN -- aN(PN+I -- )Tn)xN[. 
N--* oc 
Obvious ly  limN-.o~ lan(xn+ 1 -- XN))TN -- aN(YN+ 1 -- PN)XNI ---- 0 if the sequence {a,} is bounded 
and the argument in I-4, Lemma 1] shows that the same holds if E~=l(1/a,)  = oQ. The argument 
that follows assumes only (1.1). In this case, ai-lXi-1 + bixg + a~x~--1 = (a~-i + bi + ag)xi + 
_ o~ la  ai- l(xi-1 xi) + ai(xi+l - xi). Also I l fxl[ a = Iblxl + alxal 2 + Ei=a lai- lxi-1 + bixi + aixi+l 
and El(a~-i  + b~ + a~)xgl 2 ~< M2llxl l  2. Thus 
N 
as(xN+l -- XN) = al(xa -- Xl) + ~ [ai- l(xi-1 -- xi) + ai(xi+l -- xi)] 
i=1 
<~ ~ lal(x2 - xx)l ~ + Y. [ai - l (Xi -1 -- Xi) -~ ai(xi+l -- x,)] 2"}1/2 
i=2 
~< ~s/N[2( l l  CxI I  2 + M2llxll2)] 1/2. 
Let Qx = 1-2(llCxll 2 + M211xl12)] m. Similarly let Qy = 1-2(11Cyl12 + M211Yl12)] 1/2 and define 
Qxr = max{Qx, Qy}. Then l aN(XN+I -- XN)~N -- a~v( VN+ x -- ~N)XNI <~ w/N Oxy(IxNI + 137NI). Since 
x = {xN} and y = {y,} are in the domain of C, 
lim laN(xN+aYN -- YN+~XN)I = I(Cx, y) -- (x, Cy)I 
N-.~ 
must exist. If this limit is p, where p > 0, then, for large N, (IXNI + I ~TNI) 2/> p2/[2x/-NQxr] 2, which 
contradicts the fact that ~=1 [IXNI + ly~¢l] 2 < oo. Thus p = 0 and (Cx, y) = (x, Cy) for all x, y 
in D. This shows that C is symmetric. To show that C = C*, choose y in the domain of C*. If 
Y = {Y i}  then (CqS~, y )  = (qSi, C'y )  implies that y~ = ai-lYi-1 + b~yg + aiy~+~. Hence C is self- 
adjoint. []  
Theorem 2.2. Assume (1.1). Then ( Cx, x)  <<, M ll x[I2 for all x in D. Thus the support of the measure of 
orthogonality It for the polynomials defined in (1.2) is contained in the interval ( -~ ,  M]. 
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Proof. For  all x = {xi} in the domain of C, 
(Cx, x )  = lim ~ (ai_lXi_lX i ÷ bilxil 2 + aixi+lxi) 
n'-" m i=1 
= lim ~ [Mlxi l  2 + a i - l (x i - ,  - x l )&  + a i (x i+ ,  - x i ) .x i ]  
n-+°° i=1 
= lim Mlxil  2 -- ai IXi+l -- Xil 2 + a,(x,+l - x,)'Y, . 
n--*~ i= i  i= l  
Since x is in the domain of C this limit must exist. Therefore l im[a , (x ,+l  -x , )Y , ]  is a finite 
number  or ~.  If there exists a positive number  p such that l a , (x .+l  - x,)Y,I/> p for all n/> N 
then the argument of the previous proof  can be used to show that, for n ~>N, 
0 < p ~< la,(x,+~ -x , )~. l  ~< x/n[2( l lCxJ[  2 ÷ m2llxllZ)]l/ZlXnl. But this contradicts the fact that 
ZIx, I 2 < oo. Therefore l im[a , (x ,+l  - x , )~. ]  = 0. Hence 
<Cx, x> = MI Ix l l  2 - ~ ailxi+l - -  xi] 2 
i=1  
and so (Cx, x5 ~ Mllxl l  2 as was to be shown. []  
(2.1) 
Theorem 2.3. Assume (1.1). I f  a,-1 + b, + a, = M for n >~ 1, and l ima,/n 2 = 0, then M is in the 
spectrum of C, and hence in the support of the measure I~. 
Proof. For  each N ~> 1, define aN = max{a1, a2, ..., aN}. Let x n = {x/n}, with x/n = fiN(N -- (i -- 1))/ 
aN for i = 1 , . . . ,N  and x/n = 0 otherwise, and fin chosen so that the 12 norm of the sequence 
x N = {x/n} is one. Then 
__  ,zN-I 
1 _f l  ~2 ~ ai and ~ ai<<,(N--1)~N. (Cx  N,xN5 = M - f l~u  
i= l  i=1  
Also fin = x/~aN/x/N( 2N + 1)(N + 1). Since limu-.o~ (O~N/N 2) = O, it follows that l imN-~ (Cx N, 
xN)=M.  [] 
The next result is useful in the discussion of the spectral properties of the tridiagonal matrix 
operators under consideration. 
Theorem 2.4. Assume (1.1), (1.2) and that an-1 + bn + an = M for n >~ 1. Then 
e . (2 )  - P . _  1 (,~) - - -  
m m n-1  
P/(2) for all n >~ 2. 
an-1  i=1  
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Proof. This follows from (1.2) and the induction argument. In particular, 
(2 - -  b l )P l (2 )  - a lP1  (2) 2 - -  M 
P2(2)  - -  P1(2)  ---- - - -  P l (2 )  
a l  a l  
and 
P,+l(2) --Pn(2) = 
(2 -- bn)Pn(2) - an-aP,-1(2) - -  anP,(2) 
a n 
(2 -- bn - an - an-1)Pn(2) + an-x[Pn(2) -- Pn-l(2)]  
from which the result readily follows. 
a n 
[] 
Corollary 2.5. Assume (1.1). I f  a,-1 + bn + an = M for n >~ 1, and lira an/n 2 = O, then M, which is 
a boundary point of the spectrum of C, is not an eigenvalue. 
Proof. For a fixed value of 2, the formal solution of the equation Cx = 2x is the sequence x = {x,} 
where x, = P,(2). Thus 2 is an eigenvalue if and only if 52,~i] Pn(2)12 < O0. By the previous result 
Pn(M) = 1 for all n >~ 1. [] 
Remark. A first step in studying the spectral measure of an operator of this type is to look at the 
eigenvalue problem. The existence of eigenvalues seems to be related to the rate of growth of the 
coefficients. It is shown in [7], for example, that if lim (n2/an) = 0 then C has a discrete spectrum, so 
that the spectral measure is purely atomic. The condition lim an/n 2 = 0 suggests a subclass of the 
operators defined in (1.1) for which the spectral measure may at least have an absolutely 
continuous part. 
3. The special case: a ,  = n, M = 0 
In this section we develop a complete spectral analysis for the special case a, = n, M = 0. In this 
case, the recurrence relation in (1.2) becomes 
P I (~)  = 1, P2(2)  - -  (2 -}- 1), 
(3.1) 
(2 + 2n + 1)Pn+ 1(2) -- nPn(2) 
Pn+2(2)  - -  , n >~ 1. 
n+l  
The recurrence relation can also be written in the alternative form 
(n + 1)[-P,+2(2) -- P,+i(2)]  --- 2P,+1(2) + n[-P,+l(2) -- P,(2)], n t> 1. (3.2) 
Lemma 3.1. Assume (1.1) and (1.2) with  a ,  = n, M = O. Then  [P ,+ i (2 ) -  P,(2)]' = P,(2) and 
n [P, + 1 (2 )  - -  P,(2)] = 2 [P, +1 (2)]' for n >~ 1. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction. The case n= 1 is obvious. Furthermore,  if [P.+~(2) 
- P.(2)]' = P.(2) and n [P.  + ~ (2) - P.(2)] = 2 [P.  + ~ (2)]', then 
[P.  + 2 (2) - P.  +, (2)]' = [(2 
+ 2n + 1)P.+,(2) -- nP.(2) 
n+l  
- P .  + 1 (2)]' 
1 
n + 1 [2P.+ 1(2) + n[P.+,(2) - P.(2)]] '  
1 
n + 1 [P.+ ,(2) + 2[P .+, (2) ] '  + n[P .+ 1(2) -- P.(2)] ']  
1 
n+l  
- - - [P .+ ,(2) + n[P.+ 1(2) - -  P.(2)] + nP.(2)] 
Also, 
2[P.+2(2)]' = 2 
= P.+ 1(2). 
(2 + 2n + 1)P.+,(2) -- nP.(2)] '  
n+l  
2 
+ 1 [2P.+,(2) + (n + 1)P.+1(2) + n[P .+l (2)  - P.(2)]' 
2 
n+l  
- - -  [P .  + 1 (2)  + 2 [Pn + 1 (2)]' -'F- (n + 1) [P .  + 1 (2)]' + n [P .  + 1 (2 )  - -  P. (2) ] ' ]  
2 2 2n 
- x+------7 P.  +, ( 2 ) n + n-t-l----z---7~ n[P .  +, (2) - P.(2)] + n iP .+, (2)  - P.(2)] + n+1-----7~' P.(2) 
= 2P.+,(2)  + nP.+l(2) -- nP.(2) 
= (n + 1)[P.+2(2) -- P.+,(2)] .  
Thus the lemma follows by induction. []  
Lemma 3.2. Assume (1.1) and (1.2) with a. = n, M = O. Then 
,(k-l)± 
Pk(2)= Z 2" fo rk= 1,2, 
.=o n /n !  . . . .  
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.4 that P . (0 )= 1 for n i> 1. Hence [P .+, (2 ) -  P.(2)]' = P.(2) 
from Lemma 3.1 can also be written as P.+ x(2) = P.(2) + ~ P.(t)dt. We now proceed by induc- 
tion. The case k = 1 is obvious. Assume 
k- l (k - -  )~.1 1 
Pk(2) = ~ 2". 
n=O n 
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Then, using that 
(k -1 )=(ks1)  = O k  and (k -1 )+(kn- l l )=(kn) ,n  
it follows that 
Pk+I (2) = PR(2) + f]  Pk(t)dt 
~2" + ~ k 1 1 
.=o n (n -~ 1)! 2"+ 1 
=.  n + 1 ~.i 
± /k \  I . 
Theorem 3.3. Assume (1.1) and (1.2) with a, = n, M = O. In this case the operator defined in (1.1) is 
self-adjoint, the spectrum of C is the interval (-o% 0], and the spectral measure I~, which is the 
measure of orthogonality for the system of polynomials defined in (1.2), is absolutely continuous with 
respect o Lebesgue measure on ( -~ ,  0]. 
Proof. The operator C is self-adjoint by Theorem 2.1. We now show that 
Using Lemma 3.2, 
n! ( -  1)"-kPk+l(2) =n! 2 (--1) "-k(n~(k~l )J
k k \k J \ j J j !  k=Oj=O 
Thej = n term equals 2", We will now show that the remaining terms are zero. Using the binomial 
theorem, 
(1--(x+y))"=k=O ~ (-l)k(nk) (x+y)k 
k=Oj=O j=Ok=j  
Letting y = 1, we obtain 
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Thus i f j  ¢ n, 
k=j 
Now if 
then j'2"dp = ( -  lyn!, since IP I  dp = 1 and IP ,  d~ = 0 for n = 2, 3,.... Since the moment 
sequence S 2" d# = ( -  1)"n! uniquely determines the measure p, and since j-o_ ~ )`.e ~ d)` = ( -  lyn! 
(where d2 denotes Lebesgue measure), it follows that d/~ = )~(_oo,o)()`)eXd2. [] 
4. The special case: a. = w/~, M = 0 
Throughout this section we assume (1.1) with a, = ~ and M = 0. Several parts of the theorem 
below follow immediately from the general results established in the second section of this paper. 
The following is needed to expedite the proof of the remaining part. 
Lemma 4.1. Assume (1.1) with a, = ~ and M = O. Then 
an- 1 
n=l - -~- (b , - -b . -1 )+½ <~.  
Proof. For n ~> 2, a straightforward computation shows that 
_~ an- 1 • 
(b, - b,-a) + ½ = ---~--(a, - a,-2) - ½ 
1 
[] 
Theorem 4.2. Assume (1.1) with a, = v/n and M = O. In this case the operator C is self-adjoint, the 
spectrum of C is a subset o f ( -  oo, 0] which contains the point O, and there are no eigenvalues. Thus the 
support of the measure # is contained in the interval ( -  0% 0] and p({)`}) = O for all real values of).. 
Proof. The first three statements follow directly from Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 respectively. 
Theorem 2.4 establishes that )` = 0 is not an eigenvalue. It remains for us to show, therefore, that 
there are no nonzero eigenvalues. To do so we introduce the operator J: E0la000 1 al 0 -- a2 0 0 ... 
j = 0 a2 0 -- a3 0 ... . (4.1) 
0 0 a 3 0 - -  a4  "--  
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Direct matrix computations how that CJ -  JC  = -2 iK  where K is a bounded tridiagonal 
matrix operator. In particular, if K = [kij] then kii = a/2 -a2 -1  = 1, and ki+l.i =k j ,  i+l = 
(ai/2) (bi+l - bi) for i = 1, 2, ..., and kij --- 0 otherwise. Since C and J are unbounded, the commu- 
tator equation CJ - JC  = - 2iK is only valid on a dense subset of 12. But this dense subset at least 
includes the standard basis vectors. Assume now that for some nonzero 2, there exists a nonzero 
vector x={x j}  in 12 such that Cx=2x.  If so, then x j=P j (2 ) .  Let Cz=(C-M)  and 
X N = {X1,X2 ,  . . .  ,XN,O,O , . . .  }.  Then (Ca jxS ,  x )  - ( JCxx  ~, x} = - 2 i (Kx  N, x}. Since Cxx = O, 
limN-.oo I ( JCzx  N, x} [ = 2 limN. o~ I (gx  N, x} I. Note that this limit must exist since K is bounded. If 
limN_., [( JCax N, x}l = 21imN-.~ I (Kx  N, x}l  = p, where p > 0, then for large N, I ( JCax N, x}l > 
p/2. A direct computat ion shows that 
( JCax  N, x )  a~_ laNXN + 1XN- 1 a2XNXN 2 = --  - -  aNXN+IXN+I  + aN+laNXNXN+2.  
Hence, for large N, 
P- < I<JCxxN, x>l < (N + 1)[IXN+I:~N-11 + [XN2NI + IXN+I)YW+ll + ]XNXN+21]. 
2 
But p/2(N + 1) < [IxN+lxN-1I + IXN~NI + IXN+~XN+ll + IXN:~N+21] for large N contradicts the 
fact that 
k EIXN+I~N-11 + IXN~NI + IXN+I~+,I + IXNXN+21] <00. 
N=I  
Hence limN_, o~ [(JC,~x N, x)l = 2 limN-+ o0 I (Kx  n, x )  l = I (Kx ,  x)l = 0. We will now show that for 
x = {P#(2)}, 
(Kx ,  x} = a~P~(2) + ~ [(a 2 - a.-x)P.(2)2 2 + a._ l(b. - b . -1 )P , - l (2 )P . (2) ]  ¢ O. 
n=2 
It was shown in [3] that if SN(2) denotes the Nth partial sum of the above infinite series, then 
SN(2) = a 2- 1P2_1 - aN-1(2 - bN)PN-I()0PN(~) + a2p~(2) 
= [aN- ,PN- I (2 ) -  ½(2-  bN)PN(2)] 2 + [a~-  ¼(2-  bN)a] P2(2). (4.2) 
Note that 
[a 2 -- ¼(2 -- b~) 2] = [w/-N + ½(2 + x//N + x /N -- 1)] [x//N - ½(2 + x//N + x /N  -- 1)] 
~> [w/-N + ½(2 + x//-N + ~ -  1)] Ik/21. 
Choose M such that [x/-M + ½(2 + ~ + ~ -  1)]12/21 > 2 and such that 
~(b. -b . -1 )+½ <¼ 
n=M+l  
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(see Lemma 4.1). Choose N ~> M such that p2(2) = max, ~> M P,z(2). Then 
(Kx, x)=SN(2)+ ~ P~(2)+ ~, an_l(bn-bn_l)PnPn_l  
n=N+l  n=N+l  
~ SN(2)_[ - ~ p2(~)_ ~, pn(,~.)Pn_l(2)_] - ~ [an_l(bn__ bn_l)_[_l]pnPn_ 1 
n=N+l  n=N+l  n=N+l  
1 ~ 1 
aN(A ) --t- n=N+IZ P2(2) - 2n = N+2 t pC 2n = IV+21 p2-1  (2) 
-- ~ lan-l(b,-b,-a)-t- llP~(2) 
n=N+l  
>i [aN-,PN- ,(2) -- 1(2 -- bN)PN(2)] 2 + [x/-N + 1(2 + ~ + ~ - 1)] 12/21P~(2) 
--½P~(2) -- ~, lan-l(bn - bn-i) q-- 1]P2~(2) 
n=N+l  
[aN- 1PN-1 (2) -- 1(2 -- bN)PN(2)] 2 + P~(2). 
If PN(2) = PN- 1(2) = 0 then Pn(2) = 0 for all n, and so x cannot be an eigenvector. []  
Remark. Numerical computations indicate that if we assume (1.1) with a, = x/n and M = 0 then 
the polynomials defined in (1.2) are uniformly bounded on [ - 1, 0]. Establishing this boundedness 
would be a first step towards a proof of the absolute continuity of the corresponding measure of 
orthogonality. 
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